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Web Usage Mining (WUM) is the application of data mining
techniques to large Web data repositories in order to produce
results that can be used in the design tasks and improve
response time.

Abstract
An Organization need to understand their customers' behavior,
preferences and future needs which depend upon past
behavior. Web Usage Mining is an active research topic in
which customers session clustering is done to understand the
customers activities. It investigates the problem of mining
frequent pattern and especially focuses on reducing the
number of rules using closed pattern technique. It also reduces
scans the size of the database using the SOM clustering
technique. It solves the problem through Profile based Closed
Sequential Pattern Mining using SOM Clustering (PCSPSC).
The user access web pages which consist of distributed
environmental patterns and these web pages are accessible by
the user in some patterns. These patterns are combined and
finding a closed frequent set of web pages. If the user needs
next request page in advance, then it searches only partial web
data not in whole web data. There is no need to take input as
number of clusters. So that this research utilized a
personalized weighted recommendation system based on the
user's interest with less execution time.

ARM techniques, discover the items which having the
unordered correlations in a transaction database. In the context
of WUM a transaction is a group of Web page accesses, with
an item being a single page access. The user finds problems in
inter-transaction patterns for discovering sequential patterns,
due to the presence of a set of items which is followed by
another item in the timestamp ordered transaction set.
Clustering analysis is used to find out those items that have
similar characteristics and group into it. It manages the group
of user information or data from Web server logs. It also can
facilitate the development and execution of future marketing
strategies. It dynamically supports or changing a particular
site based on a visitor on a return visit.
The rules of association or sequential patterns were not only
discovered for adapting existing algorithm, but it is a process
of data mining. The WUM is a process which consists of
input from web user, which shows the behavior of user in the
context of user session files that gives the information
regarding the accessed website.
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I.

It is also having the information just like what pages were
requested and in what order, and how long each page was
viewed. A user session is a time interval where a web user
accesses the pages that occur during a single visit to a website.
The web users access related all the information contained in
a raw web server log. It does not reliably represent a user
session file for a number of reasons. So that selectively
information converts into tabular form and after that apply
data mining technique. After getting the result it produces
some meaningful and useful information.

INTRODUCTION

The popular medium of publishing is the World Wide Web is
a very rich source of information gathering. It makes sense, of
data is difficult because publication on the web is largely
unorganized. Web mining is also knowledge extraction
techniques which discover access patterns from the web. It is
divided into three parts, a) web usage mining, b) web structure
mining and c) web content mining. The commonly used data
mining algorithms are Association Rule Mining (ARM),
Sequential Pattern Mining, Clustering, and Classification. An
ARM technique is used to find out the rules between items
found in a transaction database. In the context of web usage
mining a transaction is a cluster of web page accesses with an
item being a single page access. The problem of discovering
sequential patterns is that of finding inter-transaction patterns
such that the presence of a set of items is followed by another
item in the timestamp ordered transaction set. The data mining
algorithms are used to generate the association rule between
the items, sequential pattern of access of items, and clustering
of items.

II.

RELATED WORK

Bing Zhang and Guoyan Huang [33] proposed an efficiently
mine influential function for software execution. First, the
authors design a novel modelling strategy in which traces of
software execution are modeled as sequential patterns.
Because of loops, patterns can occur many times in a trace,
which leads to high cost of time and extreme complex
difficulty of the research.
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Fig. 1: Sequence Data Modeling Process
analyzing and understanding users’ behavior to improve the
quality of services offered by the World Wide Web
(WWW).

Then, an algorithm is designed to remove repetitive patterns
in software and software influential nodes mining algorithm is
put forward to mine influential functions in software and to
rank them by the rank-index. Finally, by comparatively
analyzing the top ten functions got from PageRank and
those from Degree-Based algorithm, the approach has
proven to be an effective and accurate one which combines
advantages of the these two classic algorithms.

In 2013, Rahul Moriwal [25] - It presented a method for
Finding Frequent Sequential Traversal Patterns from Web
Logs which is based on Dynamic Weight Constraint, where
various frequent sequential pattern mining algorithms have
been proposed that mines the set of frequent subsequences
pattern which satisfying a min. support constraint in a
particular session database. Though,
previously sequential
pattern mining algorithms give equal weightage to sequential
traversal patterns, whereas the pages in sequential patterns
have different importance and also have different weightage.
Another problem in most of the frequent sequential pattern
mining algorithms is that a large number of sequential patterns
are generated, when min. support is lowered and here they do
not have any alternative ways of adjusting the number of
sequential patterns other than increment in the minimum
support. The pages are given dissimilar weights and traversal
sequences assign a min. and max. weight. For scanning a
session database, max. and min. weight in the session
database is utilized to cut infrequent sequential subsequence
and by this downward closure property is maintained.

Minubhai Chaudhari and Chirag Mehta propose a Prefixspan
algorithm with GRC constraints which generates sequential
patterns by using the prefix projected pattern growth approach
is implemented. Other than frequency this algorithm also uses
gap, compactness and recency constraints during sequential
pattern mining process. The gap constraint applies limit on the
separation of two consecutive transactions of discovering
patterns, recency constraint makes patterns to quickly adapt
the latest behaviors and compactness constraint make sure
reasonable time spans for the discovered patterns.
Fan Muhan, Shao Sujie, and Rui Lan propose a method for
miing the frequent closed patterns in a sliding window to
capture information timely and accurately when new data
stream arrives. Data stream is divided into several basic
windows. All possible frequent closed patterns are mined in
each basic window and be stored in a Closed Pattern - tree in
the form of node compression to save space; As the data in
sliding window updates, Closed Pattern-tree can be
incrementally updated and the infrequent or unclosed patterns
will be deleted from the tree.

Ketki Muzumdar, Ravi Mante, Prashant Chatur (IJRTE-2013)
proposed “Neural Network Approach for Web Usage Mining”
in which Web usage mining tries to discover useful
knowledge from the secondary data obtained from the
connections of the users with the Web. Web usage mining has
become very dangerous for effective Web site management,
business and support services, personalization, and network
traffic flow analysis, etc. Earlier study on the Web usage
mining using a concurrent Clustering, Neural based method
has shown that the practice trend analysis very much depends
on the performance of the clustering of the number of
requests. In this paper, a novel method Self Organizing Map is
introduced, which is a kind of neural network, in the process
of Web Usage Mining to detect user’s patterns. And analyze
the traditional K-Means algorithm result with comparison to
SOM. The process details the transformations necessaries to
modify the data stored in the Web Servers Log files to an
input of SOM.

Doddegowda B J, G T Raju, Sunil Kumar S Manvi proposed a
Web Personalization process that adjusts information/
services delivered by a Web to the needs of each user or
group of users, taking their behavioral patterns.

C. Umapathi1, M. Aramuthan, proposed “Enhancing Web
Services Using Predictive Caching” where the exponential
growth of World Wide Web (WWW) users and network
traffic, the development of new services require high
bandwidth and also provides high perceived latency.
Analyzing the behavior of a web site users also known as Web
usage mining, is a research field which consists of adapting

Fig. 2: System Architecture

Frequent Sequential Patterns (FSPs) that are extracted
from Web Usage Data (WUD) are very important for
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Web access pattern tree (WAP-tree) by recursively recreating
intermediate trees, started with suffix sequences and ended
with prefix sequences. An effort has been made to modify
WAP tree method for improving efficiency. mWAP
completely remove the want to engage in numerous
reconstruction of intermediate Web access pattern trees
(WAP-trees) during mining and considerably reduces time of
execution.

the data mining methods to the records of access log files.
Web usage mining method provides information about the
activities of the client in order to extract relationships in the
registered data. Each record in the log file contains the clients
IP address, the requested object and additional information
such as the protocol of the request, size of object, etc. The log
file contains all the information of different users and
incomplete information irrelevant data, noise and errors that
need to be filtered out. Hence, preprocessing is required. After
preprocessing, the pattern is discovered and analyzed. Based
on this, pre-fetching techniques are used to improve the
performance of web sites in turn reduce latency. Although, the
most essential element in web prefetching is the algorithm
based on prediction. The effectiveness of pre-fetching is based
on the algorithm which in turn improves the performance of
the web. A long-standing use of caching tries to improve the
quality of service perceived in web browsing. This paper
explains about the technique to perform prefetching. It also
implements Prefetch enhanced caching algorithm and
provides experimental results.

In 2014, Jerry Chun [26] proposed the prelarge concept is
adopted to handle the discovered sequential patterns with
sequence deletion. An FUSP tree is first built to keep only the
frequent 1-sequences from the original database. The prelarge
1-sequences are also kept in a set for later maintenance
approach. When some sequences are deleted from the original
database, the proposed algorithm is then performed to divide
the kept frequent 1-sequences and prelarge 1-sequences from
the original database and the mined 1-sequences from the
deleted customer's sequences into three parts with nine cases.
Each case is then processed by the designed algorithm to
maintain and update the built FUSP tree. When the number of
deleted customer sequences is smaller than the safety bound
of the prelarge concept, the original customer’s sequences are
unnecessary to be rescanned, but the sequential patterns can
still be actually maintained and updated.

In 2013, Omar Zaarour, Mohamad Nagi [24] proposed an
improvement to the web log mining procedure and to the
prediction of online navigational pattern. Their contribution
contains three different components. First, they proposed for
session identification, a refined time-out based heuristic,.
Secondly, suggested the practice for navigational pattern
detection by using a specific density based algorithm. Finally,
a new method for efficient online prediction is also
recommended. The conducted experiment shows the
applicability and effectiveness of the proposed method.

In 2016, Doddegowda [30] having approached to personalize
the information available on the Web according to user
requirements. This is called Web Personalization process that
adjusts information/services delivered by a Web to the
needs of each user or group of users, taking their
behavioral patterns. Frequent Sequential Patterns (FSPs)
that are extracted from Web Usage Data (WUD) are very
important for analyzing and understanding users’ behavior
to improve the quality of services offered by the World Wide
Web (WWW). User behavioral patterns are required to
build profiles for each user, using which Personalization
of a website is made.

Qingqing Gan, Torsten Suel proposed the techniques used to
optimize query processing performance. Author initial
contribution is the study of outcome caching as a weighted
caching problem. Mainly earlier work focused on optimizing
cache hit ratios, however, given that processing costs of
queries can differ very significantly and argue that overall cost
savings also need to be considered. They described and
evaluated some algorithms for weighted result caching, and
study the influence of Zipf-based query distributions on
outcome caching. The next main work is a latest set of
feature-based cache eviction strategy to get significant
improvements over all previous techniques, significantly
narrowing the presented performance gap to the theoretically
optimal method. Finally, using the same approach, they also
acquire performance gains for the linked problem of inverted
list caching.

In 2016, Minubhai [31] proposed a prefixspan algorithm with
GRC constraints which generates sequential patterns by using
the prefix projected pattern growth approach is implemented.
Other than frequency this algorithm also uses gap,
compactness and recency constraints during sequential pattern
mining process. The gap constraint applies limit on the
separation of two consecutive transactions of discovering
patterns, recency constraint makes patterns to quickly adapt
the latest behaviors and compactness constraint make sure
reasonable time spans for the discovered patterns.

Jatin D Parmar, Sanjay Garg proposed modified web access
pattern (mWAP) method for sequential pattern mining. Web
access pattern (WAP), is the sequence of frequently accesses
practice by users, practice is of interesting and useful
information. Sequential Pattern mining is the process of using
data mining method for a sequential database for discovering
the correlation relationships which presents with a structured
list of events. Web access pattern tree mining is a sequential
pattern mining process for web log access sequences, which
first saves the original web access sequence database on a
prefix tree, alike to the frequent pattern tree (FP-tree) which
stores non-sequential data. Web access pattern tree (WAPtree) method, then, mines the frequent sequences from the

In 2016, Fan Muhan [32] proposes a method for mining the
frequent closed patterns in a sliding window to capture
information timely and accurately when new data stream
arrives. The data stream is divided into several basic windows.
All possible frequent closed patterns are mined in each basic
window and be stored in a Closed Pattern - tree in sliding
window updates, Closed Pattern-tree can be incrementally
updated and the infrequent or unclosed patterns will be
deleted from the tree.
In 2017, Bing Zhang [33] proposed a new approach to
efficiently mine influential functions based on software
execution sequence is proposed. First, the authors design a
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novel modeling strategy by which software execution traces
are modeled as sequential patterns. Owing to loops, patterns
can occur multiple times in a trace, which leads to high cost of
time and the extreme complexity of the research. Then, an
algorithm is designed to remove repetitive patterns in software
and software influential nodes mining algorithm is put
forward to mine influential functions in software and to rank
them by the rank-index. Finally, by comparatively analyzing
the top ten functions got from Page Rank and those from
Degree-Based algorithm.

III.

In 2017, H. Ryang [34] propose a novel algorithm and list
structure for finding high utilization patterns over data
streams on the basis of a sliding window mode. Unlike
existing algorithms, the proposed algorithm does not
consume huge computational resources for verifying
candidate patterns because it can avoid the generation of
candidate patterns. Therefore, the algorithm efficiently
works in complex dynamic systems.

ANALYSIS OF PREVIOUS WORK

The following table shows the analysis of previous and current work –
S .N.

Authors

Title

Advantage

Disadvantage

Bing Zhang and
Guoyan Huang

Approach to mine
influential functions
based on software
execution sequence

An effective and accurate
one which combines
advantages of the Page
Rank and Degree based
algorithms.

It suffers from privilege
protection, loss in a release
pair when it was definitely
protected on all execution
paths.

Minubhai Chaudhari
and Chirag Mehta

Extension of Prefix Span
Approach with GRC
Constraints for
Sequential Pattern
Mining

It provides latest behaviors
with reasonable time spans
for the discovered patterns.

The observed composition
rules into the guessing rule
set.

3

Fan Muhan, Shao
Sujie, and Rui Lanlal

A Mining Algorithm for
Frequent Closed Pattern
on Data Stream Based
on Sub Structure
Compressed in PrefixTree

The window partitioning
method to balance the time
cost of mining closed
patterns.

The verification of their
opacity without need for the
original models.

4

Doddegowda B J, G
T Raju, Sunil Kumar
S Manvi

Extraction of Behavioral
Patterns from
Preprocessed Web
Usage Data for Web
Personalization

It provide better services in
the web of each user or
group of users for their
behavioral patterns.

The local conditional
probability distribution of
each node, which is
calculated accordingly.

1

2

IV.

at this time this tree having the web pages of website in
proportional sessions can access partially. To applied this
method call the procedure Clustering_Method.

PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed Profile based Closed Sequential Pattern Mining
using SOM Clustering (PCSPSC) approach is next applied to
discovering frequent sequential patterns item in a cluster by
using the Self Organization Map algorithm of Neural Network
for producing the cluster of web data set. This cluster is used
to access the partial web data set not whose web data set. So

The following Fig. 3 shows that the process of PCSPSC
algorithm which generate useful closed sequential pattern
using web data.
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Collect Web Logs Data

Session Identification in Web Data

Building an Index of Web Data

Filter Profile Similarity matched data

Apply GRC Constraints

Online Pattern Prediction

Dataset Density Analysis in Process

Apply SOM Algorithm of NN for Clustering

Apply Closed Frequent Sequential Pattern Mining with Weight
Constraint

Collect Set of Closed Frequent Items

Predict Next Item from Cache
Fig. 3: The Process of PCSPSC Algorithm
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Fig. 4: Steps of Research Methodology in Research Area

V.

CONCLUSION
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